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Abstract 30 

Decisions about actions typically involve a period of deliberation that ends with the 31 

commitment to a choice and the motor processes overtly expressing that choice. Previous 32 

studies have shown that neural activity in sensorimotor areas, including the primary motor 33 

cortex (M1), correlates with deliberation features during action selection. Yet, the causal 34 

contribution of these areas to the decision process remains unclear. Here, we investigated 35 

whether M1 determines choice commitment, or whether it simply reflects decision signals 36 

coming from upstream structures and instead mainly contributes to the motor processes that 37 

follow commitment. To do so, we tested the impact of a disruption of M1 activity, induced by 38 

continuous theta burst stimulation (cTBS), on the behavior of human subjects in (1) a simple 39 

reaction time (SRT) task allowing us to estimate the duration of the motor processes and (2) a 40 

modified version of the tokens task (Cisek et al., 2009), which allowed us to estimate 41 

subjects’ time of commitment as well as accuracy criterion. The efficiency of cTBS was 42 

attested by a reduction in motor evoked potential amplitudes following M1 disruption, as 43 

compared to those following a sham stimulation. Furthermore, M1 cTBS lengthened SRTs, 44 

indicating that motor processes were perturbed by the intervention. Importantly, all of the 45 

behavioral results in the tokens task were similar following M1 disruption and sham 46 

stimulation, suggesting that the contribution of M1 to the deliberation process is potentially 47 

negligible. Taken together, these findings favor the view that M1 contribution is downstream 48 

of the decision process. 49 

 50 

 51 

 52 

 53 
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 54 

New and noteworthy 55 

Decisions between actions are ubiquitous in the animal realm. Deliberation during action 56 

choices entails changes in the activity of the sensorimotor areas controlling those actions, but 57 

the causal role of these areas is still often debated. Using continuous theta burst stimulation, 58 

we show that disrupting the primary motor cortex (M1) delays the motor processes that follow 59 

instructed commitment but does not alter volitional deliberation, suggesting that M1 60 

contribution may be downstream of the decision process. 61 

 62 
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 76 

INTRODUCTION 77 

The physical world provides animals with a variety of action opportunities, constantly 78 

requiring them to make decisions, some of which are critical for survival. For instance, the 79 

choice of a car driver to turn left or right in front of a sudden obstacle may have dramatic 80 

consequences on her/his life and on that of the pedestrians around. The driver will have to 81 

quickly deliberate and commit to one action. 82 

Deliberation about actions is thought to entail a competition between distinct neural 83 

populations within the motor system (Pezzulo and Cisek, 2016; Svoboda and Li, 2018). In 84 

this view, separate action opportunities increase activity of distinct populations, which 85 

compete against each other, possibly through mutual inhibition (Michelet et al., 2010). An 86 

action is eventually selected and executed when activity in the related population reaches a 87 

critical decision threshold (Laming, 1968; Ratcliff, 1978; Stone, 1960). 88 

In line with this hypothesis, a compendium of studies has shown that the dorsal premotor 89 

(PMd), but also the primary motor cortex (M1), display a buildup of choice-selective activity 90 

during the decision process. The rate of this buildup depends on the amount of sensory 91 

evidence favoring the selection of each action in the environment (Alamia et al., 2018; 92 

Derosiere et al., 2018; Donner et al., 2009; Gould et al., 2012; Tosoni et al., 2014; Wyart et 93 

al., 2012). According to this view, in the car driver example above, the presence of 94 

pedestrians on the right side of the street would increase the activity of the population coding 95 

for the movement of rotating the wheel towards the left, and possibly weaken the activity of 96 

the population favoring the opposite rightward rotation movement. Ultimately, the driver will 97 

commit to turning left and execute the related action, to avoid hitting the group of people. 98 
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Importantly, making decisions often requires balancing the desire to take time to 99 

deliberate accurately (i.e., to accumulate sensory evidence and make the best choice) with the 100 

urge to act (Churchland et al., 2008; Forstmann et al., 2008; Hanks et al., 2011; Thura and 101 

Cisek, 2014a). During a speeded decision, the urge to act increases as time passes (Cisek et 102 

al., 2009, Ditterich, 2006, Drugowitsch et al., 2012, Seideman et al., 2018; Thura et al., 2012) 103 

but the overall level of urgency also varies depending on the context (Murphy et al., 2016, 104 

Thura et al., 2014; Thura and Cisek, 2016, 2017). In the situation described earlier, the 105 

driver’s level of urgency will be higher if the obstacle suddenly appears close to the car than if 106 

it appears far away. As evident in this example, adjustments in urgency alter the balance 107 

between decision speed and accuracy – i.e., the so-called speed-accuracy tradeoff: choices are 108 

more likely to be incorrect when time pressure is elevated, while accuracy improves when 109 

temporal demands permit long deliberation (e.g., Hanks et al., 2011; Seideman et al., 2018).  110 

At the neural level, several lines of evidence indicate that higher levels of urgency during 111 

deliberation about action choices modulate neural activity in PMd and M1 (Murphy et al., 112 

2016; Steinemann et al., 2018, Thura and Cisek, 2014a, 2016). In these areas, activity is 113 

globally amplified at baseline and then builds-up at a faster rate when urgency is high 114 

compared to when it is low, reducing the time needed to reach decision threshold but at the 115 

cost of accuracy (Thura and Cisek, 2016). Recent findings suggest that the basal ganglia 116 

(Thura and Cisek, 2017; van Maanen et al., 2016) and the locus coereleus (Hauser et al., 117 

2018; Murphy et al., 2016) may contribute to generate such a modulation of motor cortical 118 

activity.  119 

Together, these data indicate that the motor cortical areas combine both the sensory 120 

evidence signals guiding the choice with the urgency-related signals determining the best time 121 

to commit to that choice, suggesting a crucial role of these areas in the decision-making 122 

process. To date, however, a causal test of this role is lacking. 123 
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Here, we investigated whether M1 causally contributes to deliberation about action 124 

choices, or whether it simply reflects decision signals coming from upstream areas, such as 125 

PMd, the basal ganglia, or the locus coereleus. It has previously been shown that disrupting 126 

M1 activity by means of continuous theta burst stimulation (cTBS) causes finger responses to 127 

slow down (Huang et al., 2005; Lakhani et al., 2014; McAllister et al., 2013). However, it is a 128 

matter of debate whether this effect should be interpreted as a slowing down of processes 129 

involved in deciding which action to perform (i.e., in the deliberation process) or as a slowing 130 

down of the motor processes that follow commitment (i.e., of movement initiation and 131 

execution). In fact, a slowing down of the deliberation process has been associated with 132 

reduced urgency during volitional decision behavior (Hanks et al., 2011; Seideman et al., 133 

2018; Thura and Cisek, 2014a, 2016). If M1 is causally involved in the decision process, then 134 

M1 disruption might lengthen deliberation in a manner consistent with reduced urgency as 135 

compared to a sham cTBS session. Conversely, if M1 is mainly involved in initiating and 136 

executing selected actions, then its disruption should have no effect on the deliberation 137 

portion of response time, and should only slow down the motor processes that follow 138 

commitment to an action. These hypotheses were tested by characterizing action choices in a 139 

modified version of the tokens task (Cisek et al., 2009), which is specifically designed to 140 

estimate subjects’ time of commitment, their accuracy criterion and infer from those variables 141 

their urgency functions (Thura et al., 2014a). 142 

 143 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 144 

Participants 145 

19 healthy right-handed subjects participated in this study (10 women; 24 ± 3.5 years 146 

old). Participants were financially compensated for their participation and earned additional 147 
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money depending on their performance in a decision-making task (see Task section below). 148 

The protocol was approved by the institutional review board of the catholic University of 149 

Louvain (UCLouvain), Brussels, Belgium, and required written informed consent, in 150 

compliance with the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki. 151 

 152 

Experimental design 153 

Experiments were conducted in a quiet and dimly-lit room. Subjects were seated at a 154 

table in front of a 21-inch cathode ray tube computer screen. The display was gamma-155 

corrected and its refresh rate was set at 100 Hz. The computer screen was positioned at a 156 

distance of 70 cm from the subject’s eyes and was used to display stimuli during the decision-157 

making task. Left and right forearms were rested upon the surface of the table with the palms 158 

facing the table. A computer keyboard was positioned upside-down under the dominant (i.e., 159 

right) hand with the response keys F9 and F8 under the index and middle fingers, respectively 160 

(see Figure 1). 161 

 162 

Task 163 

The task used in the current study is a variant of the “tokens task” (Cisek et al., 2009) and 164 

was implemented by means of LabView 8.2 (National Instruments, Austin, TX). The 165 

sequence of events in each trial is depicted in Figure 1. Between trials, subjects were always 166 

presented with a default screen consisting of three circles (4.5 cm diameter), displayed for 167 

2000 ms on a white background. Fifteen randomly arranged tokens (0.3 cm diameter) then 168 

appeared in the central circle. After a delay of 800 ms, the tokens began to jump, one-by-one 169 

every 200 ms from the center to one of the two lateral circles (i.e., Jump1 to Jump15). The 170 

subjects’ task was to indicate by a right index or right middle finger key-press which lateral 171 
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circle they thought would ultimately receive the majority of the tokens (i.e., F9 and F8 key-172 

presses to choose left and right circles, respectively). They could provide their response as 173 

soon as they felt sufficiently confident, but between Jump1 and Jump15. Once the response 174 

was provided, the tokens kept on jumping every 200 ms until the central circle was empty. At 175 

this time, the selected circle was highlighted either in green or in red depending on whether 176 

the response was correct or incorrect, respectively, and a score was displayed above the 177 

central circle to provide the subjects with further feedback of their performance. In correct 178 

trials, subjects received a positive score (i.e., a monetary reward) which was equal to the 179 

number of tokens remaining in the central circle at the time of the response (in € cents). 180 

Conversely, incorrect responses led to a fixed penalty of 7 cents, regardless of the RT. Thus, 181 

the longer the subjects waited to provide a response, the lower was the reward/penalty ratio, 182 

generating an increasing sense of urgency as time passed within each trial. In the absence of 183 

any response before Jump15, the central circle was highlighted in red and a “Time Out” (TO) 184 

message appeared on the top of the screen. The subjects were neither rewarded nor penalized 185 

in these trials. The feedback cue remained on the screen for 1000 ms and then disappeared at 186 

the same time as the tokens did, denoting the end of the trial. Subjects were told that they 187 

would receive a monetary reward at the end of the experiment corresponding to their final 188 

score. Each trial lasted 6600 ms. 189 

 190 

 191 

 192 

Blocks and sessions 193 

The study included 3 sessions, conducted on separate days at a 24-hour interval. Testing 194 

always occurred at the same time of the day for a given subject, to avoid variations that could 195 
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be due to changes in chronobiologic states (Derosiere et al., 2015a; Schmidt et al., 2006).  196 

Each session comprised 4 blocks of 50 trials, with each block lasting about 5.5 minutes. 197 

Subjects also performed 4 blocks of 5 trials of a simple reaction time (SRT) task, two at the 198 

beginning and two at the end of each session. In the SRT task, subjects were presented with 199 

the same display as in the tokens task described above. However, after 50 ms in the central 200 

circle, the 15 tokens all jumped together into one of the two lateral circles at the same time. 201 

Subjects were instructed to respond to this “GO signal” by pressing the corresponding key as 202 

fast as possible. Importantly, the 15 tokens always jumped into the same lateral circle in all 203 

trials of a given SRT block and subjects were told which lateral circle this would be in 204 

advance. This SRT task allowed us to estimate the sum of the delays attributable to the 205 

sensory and motor processes in the absence of a choice (see Cisek et al., 2009; Thura et al., 206 

2014).  207 

Day 1 served as a training session. Day 2 and 3 corresponded to the actual experimental 208 

sessions with the cTBS intervention (Figure 2). cTBS was applied before subjects engaged in 209 

the blocks of trials, either over the left M1 hand area (M1-Disruption session) or over the right 210 

primary somatosensory cortex (S1), 2 cm behind the right M1 area (Sham session; Derosiere 211 

et al., 2014; Alexandre et al., 2015; Torta et al., 2013), in a randomized order. The Sham 212 

session allowed us to ensure that the putative behavioral effects observed following M1 cTBS 213 

were not due to the tactile and auditory sensations elicited by the TMS pulses (Derosiere et 214 

al., 2017a, 2017b).  215 

 216 

TMS procedure 217 

TMS was delivered through a 2x75 mm figure-of-eight coil connected to a Magpro X100 218 

Stimulator (Magventure Company, Farum, Denmark). The coil was placed tangentially on the 219 
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scalp with the handle oriented towards the back of the head and laterally at a 45° angle away 220 

from the midline. At the beginning of each session, the M1 hand area was localized by 221 

identifying the optimal spot (called the “hotspot”) for eliciting MEPs in the first dorsal 222 

interosseous (FDI) muscle of the right hand (M1-Disruption session) or the left hand (Sham 223 

session). To do so, we relied on markers disposed on an electroencephalography (EEG) cap 224 

fitted on the participant’s head (Duque et al., 2010, 2014; Vandermeeren et al., 2009). We 225 

first applied the stimulation with the center of the coil over the C3 or C4 location of the EEG 226 

cap (i.e., corresponding to the right and left M1 areas, respectively). Stimulation intensity was 227 

increased until obtaining consistent MEP responses at this location. We then moved the coil 228 

by steps of approximately 0.5 cm around this location both in the rostro-caudal and in the 229 

medio-lateral axis. Stimulation was applied with the previously defined intensity at each new 230 

location and MEP amplitudes were visually screened. The hotspot was defined as the location 231 

at which the largest and most consistent MEP amplitudes could be obtained. The coil was 232 

then held at this location and the edges of its shape were marked on tapes disposed on the 233 

EEG cap. These marks allowed us to localize the hotspot at any required time during the 234 

session. Once the hotspot was found, we determined the resting motor threshold (rMT). The 235 

rMT was defined as the minimal intensity required to evoke MEPs of 50 µV peak-to-peak in 236 

the targeted muscle on 5 out of 10 consecutive trials at the hotspot (Grandjean et al., 2018; 237 

Rothwell et al., 1991; Rossini et al., 1994, 2015; Vassiliadis et al., 2018). 238 

The cTBS procedure consisted of a series of short TMS trains (three pulses at 50 Hz) 239 

repeated every 200 ms for a total duration of 40 s (600 pulses) at an intensity of 80 % of rMT 240 

(Derosiere et al., 2017a, 2017b; Huang et al., 2005; Solopchuk et al., 2017). Such an 241 

intervention has been shown to inhibit the stimulated cortical area, producing a temporary 242 

“virtual lesion”, often effective as soon as the train is over (Derosiere et al 2017a, 2017b; Do 243 
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et al., 2018; Sasaki et al. 2018) and lasting for between 20 (Clerget et al., 2011; Oberman et 244 

al., 2011; Zénon et al., 2015) and 45 minutes (Huang et al., 2005). 245 

In order to monitor the inhibitory effect of cTBS on motor activity, single TMS pulses 246 

were applied at the M1 hotspot at 115 % of the rMT to elicit MEPs at different time points in 247 

the M1-Disruption and Sham sessions (Klein et al., 2014; Labruna et al., 2014; Quoilin et al., 248 

2016, 2017). In the M1-Disruption session, MEPs were recorded in the right FDI following 249 

TMS over left M1, to evaluate the impact of left M1 cTBS on left motor excitability. In the 250 

Sham session, MEPs were obtained from the left FDI following TMS over right M1, to 251 

control for the absence of effect of right S1 cTBS on right M1 excitability.  252 

The time points at which MEPs were elicited in the M1-Disruption and Sham sessions 253 

were comparable (see Figure 2). In both sessions, 20 MEPs were elicited at the beginning of 254 

the session (i.e., just before cTBS; TMSBaseline). Then, 15 MEPs were elicited just following 255 

cTBS (TMS1), after the two initial SRT blocks (TMS2), and after each block of trials of the 256 

tokens task (TMS3-6). Finally, 20 additional MEPs were evoked following the two last SRT 257 

blocks (TMS7). These seven timings (TMS1-7) fell 1 min, 3 min, 11 min, 19 min, 27 min, 35 258 

min, and 37 min after the cTBS intervention, respectively.  259 

 260 

Data collection 261 

Electromyography (EMG) was used to measure the peak-to-peak amplitude of FDI MEPs 262 

elicited by single TMS pulses over the contralateral M1. EMG activity was recorded from 263 

surface electrodes placed over the right FDI or the left FDI (M1-Disruption or Sham sessions, 264 

respectively). EMG data were collected for 1000 ms on each trial, starting 300 ms before the 265 

TMS pulse. EMG signals were amplified, bandpass filtered on-line (10-500 Hz) and digitized 266 

at 2000 Hz for off-line analysis. 267 
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 268 

Data analysis 269 

Motor evoked potential data 270 

MEP data were collected with Signal (Signal 3.0, Cambridge, UK) and analyzed with 271 

custom Signal scripts. MEP amplitudes were measured for each TMS pulse. Trials with 272 

background EMG activity greater than 20 μV on average (root mean square, rms), in the 200-273 

ms window preceding the TMS artifact, were excluded from the analysis. 3.63 ± 5.43 % of 274 

trials were discarded based on this criterion. The amplitude of MEPs elicited at each time 275 

point was averaged to obtain a measure of motor excitability at TMSBaseline and at TMS1-7 in 276 

the M1-Disruption and Sham sessions (Figure 2). For each session, we then expressed MEP 277 

amplitudes obtained at TMS1-7 (i.e., after the cTBS intervention) in percentage of the 278 

amplitudes measured at TMSBaseline (i.e., before the cTBS intervention).  279 

The disruptive impact of cTBS on cortical activity varies between subjects (Do et al., 280 

2018; Jannati et al., 2017; Rocchi et al., 2018). Here, we aimed at only including individuals 281 

in which cTBS effectively disrupted M1. To do so, we discarded subjects presenting 282 

percentage MEP amplitudes exceeding 2.5 SD above the mean of the group in the M1-283 

disruption session at one of the TMSEPOCHS or more. This led to the rejection of three subjects, 284 

who exhibited average MEP amplitudes of 148.3 ± 12.5 %, 139.5 ± 10.6 % and 188.6 ± 285 

20.9% following the cTBS intervention in the M1-disruption session (all TMSEPOCHS averaged 286 

together), reflecting thus a large increase (rather than the targeted decrease) in motor 287 

excitability. The analyses of the MEP and behavioral data were performed on the remaining 288 

pool of subjects (n = 16). 289 

 290 

Behavioral data  291 
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Behavioral data were collected with LabVIEW 8.2 (National Instruments, Austin, TX), 292 

stored in a database (Microsoft SQL Server 2005, Redmond, WA), and analyzed with custom 293 

MATLAB scripts (MathWorks, Natick, MA). Because Day 1 served as a training session (see 294 

section Blocks and sessions), the behavioral analyses focused on the data acquired on Day 2 295 

and 3 (i.e., in the M1-Disruption and Sham sessions). 296 

 297 

SRT task 298 

For each subject, we computed the mean SRT for both fingers (right index and right 299 

middle fingers), defined as the difference between the time at which subjects pressed the key 300 

and the time at which the 15 tokens appeared simultaneously in the lateral circle, obtained at 301 

the beginning (SRT1) and at the end (SRT2) of each session. This SRT allowed us to quantify 302 

the impact of M1 cTBS on the motor processes that follow commitment to an action in the 303 

absence of a choice. 304 

 305 

Tokens task 306 

Classification of the trial types based on the temporal profile of the success probability 307 

The task allows us to calculate, at each moment in time, the “success probability” pi(t) 308 

associated with choosing each lateral circle i. For a total of 15 tokens, if at a particular 309 

moment in time the right (R) circle contains NR tokens, the left (L) circle contains NL tokens, 310 

and the central (C) circle contains NC tokens, then the probability that the circle on the right 311 

will ultimately be the correct one is described as follows: 312 

𝑝(R|𝑁 , 𝑁 , 𝑁 ) = N 𝑁 !2  1𝑘! (𝑁 − 𝑘)! ( , )
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(1) 313 

For some of the analyses, we grouped trials according to the temporal profile of pi(t). 314 

That is, although the side of each token jump was completely random in each trial, we could 315 

classify some trials as belonging to one of two specific types a posteriori. Trials were 316 

categorized as “obvious” when the pi(t) was above 0.6 after Jump2 and above 0.75 after 317 

Jump5; that is, the initial token jumps consistently favored the correct circle. Other trials were 318 

categorized as “ambiguous” when the initial jumps were balanced between the lateral circles, 319 

keeping the pi(t) close to 0.5 until late in the trial: pi(t) remained between 0.5 and 0.66 up to 320 

Jump7 in these trials. 321 

 322 

Decision Time (DT), percentage of correct choices (%Correct) and percentage of time out 323 

trials (%TO) 324 

For each session (M1-Disruption and Sham) and each trial type (obvious and ambiguous; 325 

trials that were neither obvious nor ambiguous were not considered here), we analyzed the 326 

following behavioral variables: the decision time (DT), the percentage of correct choices 327 

(%Correct) and the percentage of time out trials (%TO). To evaluate the DT, we first 328 

calculated the RT during the tokens task by computing the difference between the time at 329 

which subjects pressed the key and Jump1. We then subtracted from this tokens RT, the mean 330 

RT obtained in the SRT task on the same day (SRT1 and SRT2 pooled together), providing us 331 

with an estimate of DT, reflecting the duration of the deliberation process for each subject. 332 

Note that we used a monetary reward in the tokens but not in the SRT task, which might have 333 

led us to slightly underestimate the DT. That is, previous studies have shown that monetary 334 

reward can boost motor processes (Reppert et al., 2018; Summerside et al., 2018; Yoon et al., 335 

2018). Hence, the latter might have been faster in the tokens than in the SRT task used to 336 
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estimate it. Thus, we might have subtracted a too large value from the tokens RT, shortening 337 

the DT. Still, this putative underestimation of DT applies for both the M1-disruption and the 338 

Sham sessions and has thus no biasing impact on our data. 339 

 340 

Sensory evidence at decision time (DT) 341 

Sensory evidence refers to the available information supporting the correct choice. In the 342 

tokens task, the sensory evidence is determined by the difference between the number of 343 

tokens in each lateral circle; the more the correct circle contains a large number of tokens, 344 

compared to the other lateral circle, the higher the evidence. Given that tokens jump one by 345 

one in this task, sensory evidence changes after each jump. We can estimate the evidence 346 

based on which subjects made their decision by computing after each jump a first-order 347 

approximation of the real probability function (equation 1), called the sum of log-likelihood 348 

ratios (SumLogLR), and then compute this quantity at decision time (Cisek et al., 2009): 349 

𝑆𝑢𝑚𝐿𝑜𝑔𝐿𝑅(𝑛) = 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑝(𝑒 |𝑆)𝑝(𝑒 |𝑈) 

(2) 350 

In this equation, p(ek|S) is the likelihood of a token event ek (a token jumping into either 351 

the selected or unselected lateral circle) during trials in which the selected lateral circle S is 352 

correct and p(ek|U) is the likelihood of ek during trials in which the unselected circle U is 353 

correct. The SumLogLR is proportional to the difference between the number of tokens that 354 

moved towards each lateral circle before the decision. Hence, the lower the amount of sensory 355 

evidence in favor of the chosen lateral circle, the lower the SumLogLR.  356 

 To characterize the decision policy of the subjects in the Sham and M1-Disruption 357 

sessions, we determined the level of sensory evidence at the time of commitment (i.e., at DT). 358 
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To do so, we binned trials as a function of the total number of tokens that moved before the 359 

decision, and calculated the average SumLogLR for each bin as performed in previous studies 360 

exploiting the tokens task (e.g., Thura and Cisek, 2014, 2017). Seven bins were defined, with 361 

the first bin (Bin1) including responses provided between Jump5 and Jump6, the second bin 362 

(Bin2) including responses provided between Jump6 and Jump7 and so on, until the last bin 363 

(Bin7) covering the period between Jump11 and Jump12. SumLogLR at DT preceding Jump5 or 364 

following Jump12 were not considered for this analysis because part of the subjects did not 365 

respond at these timings. Importantly, the SumLogLR at DT was computed based on every 366 

trial where a response was provided (i.e., for correct and incorrect responses, in obvious and 367 

ambiguous trials, as well as in other trials with different pi(t)). 368 

 369 

Estimation of urgency functions 370 

According to recent models of decision-making, action choices result from the 371 

combination of signals that track the available sensory evidence and the level of urgency that 372 

grows over time (Cisek et al., 2009, Ditterich, 2006, Drugowitsch et al., 2012). For instance, 373 

in a minimal implementation of the urgency gating model (Cisek et al., 2009; Thura et al., 374 

2012), evidence is multiplied by a linearly increasing urgency signal, and then compared with 375 

a threshold. The result can be expressed as follows: 376 

𝑦 = 𝑁 − 𝑁  ∙ [𝑚𝑡 + 𝑏] < 𝑇 

(3) 377 

where yi is the “neural activity” for choices to target i, Ni is the number of tokens in target i, t 378 

is the number of seconds elapsed since the start of the trial, m and b are the slope and y-379 

intercept of the urgency signal, and [ ]+ denotes half-wave rectification (which sets all 380 

negative values to zero). When yi for any target crosses the threshold T, that target is chosen. 381 
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A direct prediction of such urgency-based models is that decisions made with low levels 382 

of evidence should be associated with high levels of urgency, and vice-versa. That is, one core 383 

assumption is that a high urgency should push one to commit to a choice even if evidence for 384 

that choice is weak. Hence, the SumLogLR at DT values (i.e., reflecting the available sensory 385 

evidence at the time of commitment in the tokens task) can be exploited to estimate the level 386 

of urgency at DT. Here, we first multiplied the SumLogLR at DT values by -1 (i.e., to 387 

“rectify” them; please see Figure 3), given the theoretical inverse relationship between 388 

sensory evidence and urgency at DT. We then added a constant of 3 to the rectified curves to 389 

obtain positive urgency values. Finally, we fitted a linear regression over the rectified positive 390 

values. We extracted the intercept and the slope of these so-called urgency functions, which 391 

we used as estimates of the initial level and the growth rate of the urgency signal, 392 

respectively. Second-order polynomial regressions were also performed on the rectified 393 

SumLogLR data but did not yield significantly better fits (i.e., group-level Bayesian 394 

Information Criterion [BIC] values for linear and polynomial fits were 5.75 ± 1.61 and 5.74 ± 395 

1.79 a.u., respectively; t14 = 0.02, p =.984). 396 

 397 

 398 

Statistical analysis 399 

All statistical analyses were performed with custom R Scripts (R Version 3.4.1, Car and 400 

BayesFactor packages). All data were examined for normality and homogeneity of variance 401 

using Skewness, Kurtosis and Brown-Forsythe tests. The significance level for all tests was 402 

set at p < .05, except when Bonferroni corrections were applied. All results are expressed as 403 

mean ± SE. 404 

 405 
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Motor evoked potential data 406 

MEP data (expressed in percentage of MEPs at TMSBaseline) were analyzed using a two-407 

way repeated-measure ANOVA (ANOVARM) with SESSION (M1-Disruption, Sham) and 408 

TMSEPOCH (TMS1, TMS2, TMS3, TMS4, TMS5, TMS6, TMS7) as within-subject factors. 409 

Moreover, the percentage MEP values obtained for each TMSEPOCH were compared against 410 

100 % using Bonferroni-corrected single-sample Student’s t-tests to identify any significant 411 

suppression in the M1-Disruption and in the Sham session. 412 

 413 

Behavioral data 414 

The SRT data were analyzed using a two-way ANOVARM with SESSION (M1-415 

Disruption, Sham) and SRTEPOCH (SRT1, SRT2) as within-subject factors. The DT, the 416 

%Correct and the %TO data were analyzed using two-way ANOVARM with SESSION (M1-417 

Disruption, Sham) and TRIAL (obvious, ambiguous) as within-subject factors. The 418 

SumLogLR at DT was analyzed using a two-way ANOVARM with SESSION (M1-419 

Disruption, Sham) and BIN (Bin1 to Bin7) as within-subject factors. When appropriate, 420 

Tukey’s HSD post-hoc tests were used to detect paired differences in these ANOVAs. 421 

Furthermore, the intercept and the slope of the urgency functions were compared between the 422 

two sessions using Student’s t-tests.  423 

 424 

RESULTS 425 

Motor evoked potential data 426 

The ANOVARM revealed a main effect of the factor SESSION on the percentage MEP 427 

amplitudes (F1,15 = 15.41; p = .001; see Figure 4). As such, percentage MEP amplitudes were 428 

lower following cTBS in the M1-Disruption session (78.78 ± 3.04 %) than in the Sham 429 
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session (105.53 ± 5.32 %; TMS1-7 timings pooled together). The effect size (Cohen’s d) for 430 

this factor was 1.5 indicating a large effect of SESSION (Cohen, 1988). This effect on 431 

percentage MEP amplitudes did not depend on time as the ANOVARM did not reveal any 432 

effect of the factor TMSEPOCH (F6,90 = 1.99, p = .075) nor interaction with the factor SESSION 433 

(F6,90 = 0.72, p = .637). Hence, percentage MEP amplitudes remained stable following the 434 

cTBS intervention; they were consistently lower in the M1-Disruption than in the Sham 435 

session, regardless of the time at which MEPs were considered during the course of the 436 

experiment.  437 

Additional single-sample Student’s t-tests against 100 % (run for each TMSEPOCHS; 438 

Bonferroni-corrected at p < .0035) showed that, as expected, the difference in MEP amplitude 439 

between the two sessions reported above was due to a selective suppression of MEPs in the 440 

M1-Disruption but not in the Sham session. As such, percentage MEP amplitudes were 441 

significantly lower than 100 % at almost all timings in the M1-Disruption session, except for 442 

TMS5 and TMS7 (i.e., at TMS1-4 and TMS6; all p-values = [.000008 .002]). Conversely, 443 

amplitudes were never significantly different from 100 % (i.e., from TMSBaseline) in the Sham 444 

session (all p-values = [.163 .826]), indicating that right S1 cTBS had no impact on right M1 445 

activity, as previously reported (Derosiere et al., 2017a, 2017b).  446 

 447 

Behavioral data 448 

SRT Task 449 

The ANOVARM revealed a main effect of the factor SESSION on the SRT data (F1,15 = 450 

5.34, p = .035; see Figure 5.A). Indeed, SRTs were significantly prolonged in the M1-451 

Disruption session (237.3 ± 7.4 ms) compared to the Sham session (220.8 ± 5.6 ms; SRT1 and 452 

SRT2 pooled together). The effect size (Cohen’s d) for this factor was 0.6 indicating a 453 
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medium to large effect of SESSION. The impact of M1 disruption on SRTs did not vary over 454 

the course of the session. As such, the ANOVARM did not reveal any significant effect of the 455 

factor SRTEPOCH (F1,15 = 0.02, p = .892) nor of its interaction with the factor SESSION (F1,15 = 456 

1.78, p = .202). These findings indicated that M1-disruption altered the motor processes 457 

underlying initiation and/or execution of the cued movements (Huang et al., 2005; Lakhani et 458 

al., 2014; McAllister et al., 2013).  459 

 460 

Tokens task 461 

Decision time (DT) 462 

As expected, the ANOVARM revealed a main effect of the factor TRIAL on the DT data 463 

(F1,15 = 119.30, p < .00001; see Figure 5.B). Indeed, DTs were significantly shorter in obvious 464 

trials (871.77 ± 57.14 ms) than in ambiguous ones (1426.57 ± 88.59 ms; M1-Disruption and 465 

Sham sessions pooled together). Importantly, the ANOVARM did not reveal any significant 466 

effect of the factor SESSION (F1,15 = 0.24, p = .631) nor of its interaction with the factor 467 

TRIAL (F1,15 = 0.02, p = .888). Hence, the time taken by the subjects to deliberate depended 468 

on the trial type they encountered (i.e., obvious vs ambiguous) but was not affected by M1 469 

disruption.  470 

 471 

Percentage of correct choices (%Correct) 472 

We found a significant main effect of the factor TRIAL for the %Correct data (F1,15 = 473 

31.727, p = .00005; see Figure 5.C). Indeed, %Correct was significantly higher in obvious 474 

trials (99.80 ± 0.13 %) than in ambiguous ones (88.61 ± 1.80 %; M1-Disruption and Sham 475 

sessions pooled together). However, neither the factor SESSION (F1,15 = 0.05, p = .497) nor 476 
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its interaction with the factor TRIAL were significant (F1,15 = 0.44, p = .517). Hence, M1 477 

disruption did not alter the accuracy of the decision process. 478 

 479 
 480 
Percentage of Time Out trials (%TO) 481 

The %TO data revealed a similar pattern as the variables described above. Indeed, the 482 

%TO was significantly lower in obvious (0.20 ± 0.13 %) than in ambiguous trials (4.43 ± 1.42 483 

%; M1-Disruption and Sham sessions pooled together), as confirmed by the ANOVARM 484 

(factor TRIAL: F1,15 = 7.47, p = .015; see Figure 5.D). Moreover, there was no effect of the 485 

factor SESSION (F1,15 = 0.01, p = .920) or interaction with the factor TRIAL (F1,15 = 0.01, p = 486 

.922). Hence, the proportion of trials in which subjects refrained from responding was 487 

unaffected by M1-Disruption. 488 

 489 

Sensory evidence at decision time (SumLogLR at DT) and urgency 490 

The amount of sensory evidence based on which subjects made their decision was 491 

estimated using the SumLogLR (computed at DT): the higher the SumlogLR, the higher the 492 

evidence at DT (Cisek, 2009; Thura et al., 2012, 2014). SumLogLR values are presented for 493 

each Binn on Figure 5.E (see Methods), separately for the M1-Disruption and the Sham 494 

sessions. Note that two subjects were excluded from this analysis as they responded too early 495 

on most trials, resulting in a lack of SumLogLR values after Jump9 in these participants. 496 

Hence, SumLogLR analyses were run on 14 subjects. 497 

Overall, fast decisions were made based on more sensory evidence than slow decisions, 498 

as confirmed by the ANOVARM showing a main effect of the factor BIN on the SumLogLR at 499 

DT (F6,78 = 12.86, p < .00001; see Figure 5.E; BF value above 100). Indeed, Tukey HSD post-500 

hoc tests showed that the SumLogLR at DT was significantly higher at Bin1 (1.18 ± 0.06 a.u.) 501 
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than for any other bin after Bin4 (all SumLogLR at DT ≤ 0.84 ± 0.05 a.u.; M1-Disruption and 502 

Sham sessions pooled together). Hence, the amount of sensory evidence based on which 503 

subjects made their choices decreased as a function of time. Here again, the ANOVARM did 504 

not reveal any significant effect of the factor SESSION (F6,78 = 0.04, p = .852) nor of its 505 

interaction with the factor BIN (F6,78 = 0.41, p = .868). Hence, subjects made their decisions 506 

based on a similar amount of sensory evidence in both sessions, suggesting a preservation of 507 

the urgency drive during deliberation with M1 disruption. 508 

To further confirm this finding, we obtained a simple approximation of the urgency 509 

signal underlying the subjects’ decisions by fitting a linear regression over the rectified 510 

version of SumLogLR at DT for each session (M1-Disruption, Sham) and extracted the 511 

intercept and the slope of the regression functions (see section Methods and Figure 5. F, G 512 

and H). Again, student t-tests did not reveal any significant impact of the session on the 513 

intercept (t14 = 0.48, p =.798) or the slope (t14 = -0.22, p =.832) of the urgency functions. 514 

 515 

Verifying that M1 disruption does not impact deliberation using Bayesian analyses 516 

The ANOVARM and the t-tests revealed that M1 disruption did not significantly alter the 517 

behavioral data measured in the tokens task, suggesting that M1 is not functionally involved 518 

in the deliberation process underlying action choices. In order to confirm this result, a Bayes 519 

Factor (BF) was computed for each analysis involving the factor SESSION (10 BF values 520 

obtained in total), providing us with a ratio of the likelihood probability of the null hypothesis 521 

(i.e., H0: the probability that data do not exhibit an effect of SESSION) over the alternative 522 

hypothesis (i.e., H1: the probability that data exhibit the effect; Morey and Rouder 2011). A 523 

BF value of 1 would reflect an equal probability that H0 and H1 are correct, while a BF value 524 

above 1 would reflect a higher probability that H0 is correct. In accordance with conventional 525 
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interpretation of BF values (Jeffreys, 1961), a BF value ranging between 1 and 3 is interpreted 526 

as indicating anecdotal evidence in favor of H0, a value between 3 and 10 as indicating 527 

substantial evidence for H0 and a value between 10 and 30 a strong evidence for H0. 528 

Table 1 summarizes the BF values obtained for each factor tested. The average BF value 529 

was of 5.66 ± 1.74 (all BFs ranged between 3.46 and 21.28) indicating substantial to strong 530 

evidence for an absence of difference in subjects’ behavior between the M1-Disruption and 531 

the Sham sessions. Hence, Bayesian analyses further reinforce the conclusion that M1 532 

disruption did not influence the deliberation process underlying decision-making, but solely 533 

altered the motor processes that ensue commitment to an action. 534 

  535 

Factor tested DT %Correct %TO SumLogLR Urgency 
Intercept 

Urgency 
Slope 

SESSION 3.87 3.77 3.91 5.23 3.46 3.48 

SESSION*TRIAL 3.91 3.77 3.91 --- --- --- 

SESSION*TIME --- --- --- 21.28 --- --- 

 536 

Table 1: Bayes factor (BF) values. The first column specifies the factors tested for which a BF 537 
was computed. Other columns represent the BFs obtained for each behavioral measure in the 538 
tokens task. Overall, BFs ranged between 3.46 and 21.28 indicating substantial to strong 539 
evidence for a lack of effect of the SESSION on subjects’ behavior. 540 

 541 

DISCUSSION 542 

Previous studies have shown that neural activity in motor cortical areas, including M1, is 543 

strongly altered during decisions between actions (Alamia et al., 2018; Derosiere et al., 2018; 544 

Donner et al., 2009; Gould et al., 2012; Klein-Flügge et al., 2012; Murphy et al., 2016; 545 
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Steinemann et al., 2018, Thura and Cisek, 2014a, 2016; Tosoni et al., 2008, 2014; Wyart et 546 

al., 2012). To date, however, the specific contribution of motor cortical areas to the decision 547 

process remains debated. Here, we asked whether M1 causally influences deliberation during 548 

action choices, or whether this area mostly contributes to the motor processes overtly 549 

expressing commitment. To do so, we tested the impact of a disruption of M1 activity, 550 

induced by continuous theta burst stimulation (cTBS), on the behavior of human subjects in 551 

(1) a simple reaction time (SRT) task allowing us to estimate the duration of the motor 552 

processes and (2) a modified version of the tokens task (Cisek et al., 2009), which allowed us 553 

to estimate subjects’ time of commitment as well as their accuracy criterion. 554 

Subjects were generally faster and more accurate in obvious than in ambiguous trials, 555 

suggesting that late decisions relied on weaker sensory evidence compared to early decisions. 556 

This is confirmed by the systematic analysis of the sensory evidence available at DT, which 557 

indicates that subjects committed to a choice based on less sensory evidence as time elapsed 558 

during the course of a trial. This dropping of the accuracy criterion is consistent with previous 559 

studies in which similar tasks were used (e.g., Cisek et al., 2009; Gluth et al., 2012; Murphy et 560 

al., 2016; Thura et al., 2012, 2014;) and supports recent models postulating that urgency 561 

grows over time during speeded decisions (Churchland et al., 2008; Ditterich, 2006; 562 

Drugowitsch et al., 2012; Hanks et al., 2011).  563 

The cTBS intervention reduced MEP amplitudes during the entire M1 disruption session, 564 

but never following a sham stimulation. Moreover, M1 cTBS lengthened the SRTs (i.e., 565 

compared to when sham cTBS was performed), indicating that motor processes that are 566 

known to involve M1 were successfully perturbed by the intervention (Huang et al., 2005; 567 

Lakhani et al., 2014; McAllister et al., 2013). Notably, in the present study, motor responses 568 

were recorded through key-presses. Hence, RTs involved two periods, occurring before and 569 

after movement initiation (Spieser et al., 2017). As a consequence, it is sensible to assume that 570 
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the lengthening of SRT observed here might reflect an increase of (1) the time needed for 571 

initiating the required motor response, (2) the duration of the execution, or (3) both.  572 

Critically, all the behavioral data collected in the tokens task were similar in the two 573 

cTBS sessions, whether M1 was disrupted or not. Based on this finding, the contribution of 574 

M1 to decision-making could be negligible. Hence, past reports of decision-related changes in 575 

M1 may reflect the influence of signals coming from upstream structures rather than an actual 576 

involvement in the deliberation process itself (Thura and Cisek, 2017; van Maanen et al., 577 

2016). In a similar vein, our recent work shows that M1 disruption negatively alters value-578 

based choices, but only when action values are freshly acquired. Such an effect of M1 579 

disruption does not occur anymore following consolidation. This suggests that M1 580 

contribution to value-based decision-making may vanish as subjects become more proficient 581 

at using the value information (Derosiere et al., 2015c; 2017a, 2017b). Thus, in well-learned 582 

decision-making tasks, the causal involvement of M1 might be restricted to the motor 583 

processes that follow commitment to an action.  584 

However, there are alternative explanations for the lack of effect of M1 disruption on 585 

decision behavior in the present study. First, the behavioral variables extracted from the 586 

tokens task (e.g., DT, decision accuracy, sensory evidence at DT, etc.) may not be sensitive 587 

enough to reflect the changes in decision behavior following disruption of motor cortical 588 

activity, contrary to the reaction times obtained in the SRT task. In line with this alternative 589 

interpretation, the absence of effect of M1 disruption in the tokens task would be due to a lack 590 

of sensitivity of the behavioral variables obtained in this specific task. Yet, the results of 591 

another study applying microstimulation in the premotor and motor cortex of non-human 592 

primates succeeded in altering decision behavior using the same task (Thura and Cisek, 593 

2014b). Hence, this suggests that the behavioral variables extracted from the tokens task are 594 

sensitive to the disruption of motor cortical activity. 595 
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Also, we cannot rule out the possibility that the cTBS intervention led to some fast 596 

reorganization of the decision network following M1 disruption. According to this idea, M1 597 

might still be part of the network involved in the deliberation process but some compensatory 598 

mechanisms may have occurred in this network following M1 disruption, leading to similar 599 

decision behaviors after M1 and sham cTBS (Bestmann et al., 2004; Briend et al., 2017; Cash 600 

et al., 2017; Derosiere et al., 2017a; Rastogi et al., 2017). One way to tackle this issue in the 601 

future would be to exploit online rTMS techniques (Duque et al., 2010, 2013), which allow 602 

one to perturb neural activity at a specific moment during the decision process, leaving less 603 

time for compensatory mechanisms to occur. As such, previous work has shown that while 604 

online microstimulation of a decision-related area alters behavior during perceptual decision-605 

making (i.e., the lateral intraparietal area; Hanks et al., 2006), (offline) inactivation of the 606 

same area does not (Katz et al., 2016). 607 

Now, if the role of M1 is truly negligible, where in the brain are decisions about actions 608 

determined? Among many possible areas, PMd emerges as a promising candidate. First, 609 

single-cell recordings in behaving monkeys (Thura and Cisek, 2014a) have shown that during 610 

deliberation, activity of some PMd neurons tuned for a particular action reflects the unfolding 611 

sensory evidence favoring that action. This observation also makes it possible that this 612 

decision-related activity influences M1 neurons through cortico-cortical projections (Duque et 613 

al., 2012; Martinez-Gracia et al., 2015). Second, the same studies found that PMd activity 614 

related to the selected target reaches a peak about 280 ms before movement initiation 615 

regardless of decision difficulty, while a peak of M1 activity occurs about 140 ms later. Third, 616 

neurons in the globus pallidus internus, which are insensitive to sensory information during 617 

deliberation, become directionally tuned around the time of the PMd activity peak (Thura and 618 

Cisek, 2017). Altogether, these results suggest that PMd might be one of the primary sites 619 

where decision commitment is determined. 620 
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In agreement with this hypothesis, and as mentioned above, a recent study found that 621 

microstimulation of PMd neurons alters the deliberation duration, especially if current is 622 

applied shortly before commitment time (Thura and Cisek, 2014b). Crucially, stimulation has 623 

much less influence on decision duration if it is applied long before commitment or between 624 

commitment and movement onset. Relevant for the present work, this study also shows 625 

similar time-dependent effect of M1 microstimulation on decision durations – but the effect 626 

size is much smaller when M1 is stimulated compared to PMd. Finally, other non-primary 627 

motor areas may be causally involved in the deliberation process, including the pre-628 

supplementary motor area (pre-SMA; Tosun et al., 2017). Investigating their precise 629 

contribution represents an interesting issue for future investigations. 630 

In conclusion, we show that the offline disruption of M1 activity delays motor processes 631 

that follow commitment to an action, but does not alter volitional decision behavior. Taken 632 

together, these findings suggest that the contribution of M1 might be downstream of the 633 

decision process. Future studies should use online disruption protocols to deal with the 634 

putative network reorganization that may have occurred following offline M1 disruption in 635 

the present study and broaden their investigation to the role of non-primary motor areas in 636 

deliberation, especially the PMd and the pre-SMA. 637 
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 868 

FIGURE LEGENDS 869 

Fig.1. Schematic of the tokens task. In each trial, 15 tokens jumped one-by-one every 200 ms 870 
from the central circle to one of the two lateral circles (i.e., Jump1 to Jump15). The subjects 871 
had to indicate by a right index or right middle finger key-press (i.e., F9 and F8 keys, 872 
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respectively) which lateral circle they thought would receive more tokens (i.e., left or right 873 
circle, respectively) at the end of the trial. They could provide their response whenever they 874 
wanted between Jump1 and Jump15. For a correct response, the subjects earned, in € cents, the 875 
number of tokens remaining in the central circle at the time of the response. Hence, the 876 
reward received for a correct response decreased over time, as depicted on the upper right side 877 
of the figure (green trace). The example presented on the lower left side of the figure 878 
represents a correct response provided between Jump9 and Jump10 (i.e., the score indicates 879 
that 6 tokens remained in the central circle at the moment the right circle was chosen). In 880 
contrast, if subjects chose the incorrect lateral circle, they lost 7 € cents, regardless of their 881 
RT. As such, the penalty score was fixed, as shown in red on the upper right side of the 882 
figure: the lower middle example represents an incorrect choice of the left circle. Thus, the 883 
reward/penalty ratio decreased over time, producing an increasing sense of urgency over the 884 
course of a trial. In the absence of response (“Time Out” trial, lower right side example), 885 
subjects were neither rewarded, nor penalized (score = 0). For representative purposes, the 886 
“Time Out” message is depicted below the circles in this example, while it was presented 887 
above them in the experiment. 888 

 889 

Fig. 2. Experimental protocol. Subjects came to the lab for 3 consecutive days (Day 1, 2 and 890 
3). On each day, they performed the tokens task during 4 blocks of 50 trials (Block1-4; light 891 
gray rectangles). They also performed Simple Reaction Time blocks at the beginning and at 892 
the end of each session (SRT1 and SRT2, respectively; dark gray rectangles). Day 1 served as 893 
a training session and did not involve any continuous Theta Burst Stimulation (cTBS). A 894 
cTBS train was applied for 40 s at the beginning of Day 2 and 3 (red rectangles), either over 895 
the left (L) primary motor cortex (M1-Disruption session, black coil) or over the right (R) 896 
primary somatosensory cortex (Sham session, gray coil), in a randomized order. Motor 897 
Evoked Potentials (MEPs) were elicited at different time points (TMSEPOCHS) throughout the 898 
sessions (TMSBaseline and TMS1-7, yellow rectangles), either in the R first dorsal interosseous 899 
(FDI) muscle (M1-Disruption session) or in the L FDI (Sham session), by applying single-900 
pulse TMS over the L or R M1, respectively. Note that in the Sham session, this implied 901 
targeting different sites for the cTBS intervention (R S1) and the MEP assessments (R M1; 902 
coil position not shown on the figure).  903 

 904 

Fig.3. Urgency function estimation. We exploited the SumLogLR values to estimate the level 905 
of urgency at DT for each subject i and each session j. To do so, we followed four steps 906 
(shown from left to right). First, SumLogLR values were obtained for different bins of DT. 907 
Then, these values were multiplied by -1. Next, a constant of 3 was added to obtain positive 908 
values. Finally, a linear regression was fitted over the positive values. The equation of the 909 
regression allowed us to extract the intercept and the slope of the obtained urgency function 910 
(1.79 and 0.06 in this example, respectively). 911 

 912 

Fig. 4. Motor Evoked Potentials (MEPs) amplitudes. A. Mean value of MEPs (in percentage 913 
of MEPs at TMSBaseline) elicited after the cTBS intervention in the First Dorsal Interosseous 914 
(FDI) muscle at each of the TMSEPOCHS (TMS1-7) in the M1-Disruption (black traces) and 915 
Sham (gray traces) sessions. Note the significant disruption of MEPs with respect to baseline 916 
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(i.e., dashed horizontal line) in the M1-Disruption session (#: significantly different from 100 917 
at p < .0036 [Bonferroni-corrected]; ¥: significantly different from 100 at p < .05 918 
[uncorrected; p = .017]). B. Cumulative percentage of subjects. MEPs obtained at TMS1-7 are 919 
pooled together. Note that all subjects included in the analysis showed percentage MEP 920 
amplitudes smaller than 100% in the M1-disruption (i.e., a disruptive effect), while the same 921 
subjects did not show any effect in the Sham session, as also shown in the inset representing 922 
the group-level average with the effect of SESSION (*: significantly different at p < .05). 923 
Error bars represent SE. C. Example of single-trial MEP recordings Each trace depicts a raw 924 
EMG signal in a representative subject (#18), starting 20 ms before the TMS pulse and ending 925 
100 ms after it. The artifact caused by the pulse is reflected as a peak occurring at time 0; the 926 
MEP occurs approximately 22 ms later. The four recordings display MEPs elicited at 927 
TMSBaseline (left) or TMS3 (right) in the M1-Disruption (black traces) or Sham (gray traces) 928 
session. In this subject, cTBS had a strong effect; average percentage MEP amplitudes at 929 
TMS3 were much smaller in the M1-Disruption session (66 ± 12.8 %) compared to the sham 930 
session (112.6 ± 5.7 %).  931 

                                                                                                                                                                              932 

Fig. 5. Behavioral results. A. Mean Simple Reaction Time (SRT) (obtained in the SRT task) 933 
measured at each of the SRTEPOCHS (SRT1-2) in the M1-Disruption (black bars) and Sham 934 
(gray bars) sessions. B. Mean Decision Time (DT) measured in each TRIAL (obvious, 935 
ambiguous) in the M1-Disruption (black bars) and Sham (gray bars) sessions. C and D same 936 
as B for the percentages of correct choices (%Correct) and of Time Out trials (%TO), 937 
respectively. E. SumLogLR at DT measured in each Binn of decision time (i.e., between 938 
Jump5 and Jump12, see main text) in the M1-Disruption (black traces) and Sham (gray traces) 939 
sessions. F. Urgency functions computed based on the rectified SumLogLR at DT for the M1-940 
Disruption (black traces) and Sham (gray traces) sessions. The small bar graphs on the bottom 941 
right represent the group-level average intercept and slope of the functions. Light lines 942 
illustrate individual estimated urgency functions, bold lines illustrate the mean urgency 943 
functions averaged across population. G. Individual intercept values, represented for the M1-944 
Disruption Session (y-axis) as a function of the values for the Sham session (x-axis). Points 945 
above the diagonal (n = 7/14) represent the subjects showing a higher intercept in the M1-946 
Disruption than following Sham session, while points below the diagonal (n = 7/14) represent 947 
the subjects showing a lower intercept in the M1-Disruption than following Sham session. H. 948 
Same as G. for the slope values. *: significant difference (p < .05). Error bars represent SE.  949 
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